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A new ride for Brad Lowell! 
Beneteau First 18 

“Solise”
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Monthly Legion Video Night!
 

February 22 at the Legion - 5:30

Join us for an evening of videos, pub grub and friendship!

Chilly Gross        10  Net 7
Limnnea                12                           9
Peregrine        34            30
Equanimity        40            35
Solise         42            37

With a month of the winter series behind us and 2 months 
left, here are the current standings. Linnea sure seems to 
have found their stride! We’ve had a lot of races in extremely 
light winds with many boats not being able to finish the 
course. Still, it's good to get out on the boat for the day. 
See you on the water! 

Winter Race Series Results

 
We need a Summer Cruise Director. In the past we’ve gone to Secret Cove, 
Van Anda and the Back Eddy. Last year we also did a more Adventure Style 

two nighter and went the Musket Cove and the Harmony Islands. I gotta say, 
that was a lot of fun! Organize one cruise or do them all. 

Contact David at <davidtwentyman@dccnet.com> 
 
  

Help Wanted!

Barb Nield as a Davidson D-12 available. Sounds like it’s a bit of project but the 
price is as good as it gets! Contact Barb at <bnield101@gmail.com> 

12’ Davidson Project
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Dynemma ropes are used for everything aboard from halyards to sheets, standing rigging 
and lifelines. Stronger than steel and doesn’t absorb water. Easy to splice. Magic stuff! 

Everything you ever need to know about dynemma and different products available. 
Really good and trusted outfit. Tons of info…

https://www.colligomarine.com/

…. Affordable dynemma….

https://www.mapleleafropes.com/

…bit of learning curve involved in these products. There are different types of dynemma. 
Pre stretched and different sk numbers. It’s not all apples and oranges.

Dynemma Rope

Halyards and Jib sheets; look for an SK78 or SK99 depending on the size of your boat. Get a chafe 
resistant 24-plait cover. You can get carried away and taper halyards to reduce weight aloft even further.

Spinnaker Sheets; Lightweight with a cover that’s soft on the hands that also won’t absorb water. Spin 
sheets can have a little stretch to absorb shock loads. Aagin the ends can be tappered for weight savings
to help keep the spinny full in on our light wind days. 

Control Lines; Vang, outhaul, even the backstay. A little stretch is good here too. Dynemma can be used 
uncovered as well but doesn’t hold well in clutches without the cover. Holds in cam cleats just fine.
 

 Cool Stuff!

Where to use Dynamma
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Great Boats - 3 Meter Trimaran

We have a different little boat again this month. Like the Scamp that we looked at last month, this a little racer. A little more racy 
than the Scamp! The 3M Tri was conceived for level racing in a safe and affordable manner. Doesn’t matter if you're 8 or 80 years 
old. If there is a major weight difference sand bags go under the seat for the lightweights. You sit in a comfortable seat facing 
forward and steer with your feet. The dashboard in front of you has all the control lines. Everything is right there and it’s hands 
free sailing. 

This little guy is only available for home building. It’s simple plywood construction. Sounds like around 150 hours in the garage 
gets you a boat. I have a set of plans if anyone wants a closer look. An off the shelf carbon rig with sail is availble for about 
1,200$, complete with all the rigging.  https://duckworks.com/scout-sailing-package/   

These boat live on a small trailer in your driveway or can be pulled up on a dock. Simple, easy and fun! 

Length  10’
Beam 8’
Sail Area 60sqft (plus spin)
Empty weight 150 pounds


